SAFETY AND THE ELDERLY

Injuries among older adults: the challenge of optimizing safety and minimizing unintended consequences
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Objectives: To describe the problem of falls, motor vehicle related injuries, and suicide among older adults, and issues related to their prevention.

Methods: Summary and synthesis of selected literature.

Results: About 39 000 adults aged 65 and older die each year in the United States from injuries; worldwide this annual toll is about 946 000 persons. The top three causes of injury related death in this age group in the United States are falls, those related to motor vehicle crashes, and suicide. Effective strategies exist for preventing fall related injuries and deaths. Preventing injuries and deaths from motor vehicles and suicide may be more difficult because of the nature of these problems.

Conclusions: As the number and percentage of older adults continues to rise in the United States and globally, new approaches to preventing injuries will be critical. Interventions will need to operate at multiple levels—directed at the individual, at interpersonal relationships, and at the community level.

Although injuries are the leading cause of death in the United States for people in the first four decades of life, rates of injury death for those 70 and older are the highest of almost all age groups. In the United States, around 39 000 adults older than 65 years died from injuries in 1999. The leading injury causes of death among older adults in the United States are falls, motor vehicle crashes, and suicide.

FALLS, MOTOR VEHICLE RELATED INJURIES, AND SUICIDE AMONG OLDER ADULTS IN THE UNITED STATES

Falls
Each year, unintentional falls kill over 10 000 adults age 65 and older in the United States. However, deaths are the most extreme manifestation of a much larger injury problem. For example, one of the most devastating nonfatal impacts of a fall can be a hip fracture. Over 330 000 older adults were hospitalized for hip fractures in 1999, most of whom were women. Of those hip fracture patients who survive, many experience decreases in their mobility or their ability to function independently. A recently published study among women 75 years and older found that 80% would rather be dead than experience the loss of independence and quality of life from a bad hip fracture and admission to a nursing home. In 1994, falls among older adults cost over $20 billion. Falls are mentioned as a contributing factor in 40% of nursing home admissions in the United States.

For those who are not left permanently disabled by a fall, residual fear of falling and loss of confidence often means a “change to a quiet life” and dramatically decreased activities—which may be effective in reducing injury risk in some cases, but may have the paradoxic effect of increasing risk factors for falls and other injuries.

Many risk factors for falls and fall injuries have been identified. Examples of these include muscle weakness, gait deficits, balance problems, and visual impairment. Use of certain medications, especially use of multiple medications simultaneously and use of psychotropic drugs, increases fall risk. Environmental factors, such as obstacles (especially in dark rooms) and footwear that resists pivoting, may also contribute to risk. An important risk factor is a previous fall; those who stumble repeatedly or fall are severalfold more likely to fall again in the next year. It is likely that there is interaction and synergy among risk factors, such that the risk of falling increases dramatically as the number of risk factors increases.

Motor vehicle related injuries
In 1999, 7500 persons ages 65 years and older were killed in motor vehicle crashes in the United States. Older drivers are killed out of proportion to their level of exposure. In the United States in 1999, drivers aged 65 years or older made up 14.4% of licensed drivers, but accounted for 16.8% of deaths to drivers. This is particularly striking because older drivers drive less than younger ones. Calculated on the basis of estimated annual miles driven, death rates for drivers 85 years and older are nine times higher than those for drivers 23 to 69 years old.

Risk factors for car crashes and injuries among older drivers include those related to the individual, the vehicle, and the road. Visual disorders are believed to be an important cause of driving problems; however, the link between decreased visual acuity (the most commonly tested aspect of vision), and increased risk of crashes and injuries is present but not very strong. Thus, conventional vision tests may not be assessing those characteristics most important to safer driving. Cognitive impairment, especially related to dementia, is associated with higher motor vehicle crash rates in older individuals. Frailty of older adults contributes to higher death rates when older adults are involved in motor vehicle crashes.

Many older persons get killed as pedestrians. Death rates of pedestrians begin to increase sharply at age 65 in the United States. Whereas around 85% of motor vehicle fatalities among adults 70 years and older in the United States occur to drivers or motor vehicle passengers, in many other countries, such as the United Kingdom and Norway, deaths are more evenly split between motor vehicle occupants and pedestrians.

Suicide
For all ages considered together, suicide is the eleventh leading cause of death in the United States. Rates increase with age, and are highest among Americans age 65 and older. In 1999, more than 3500 people age 65 and older killed themselves in the United States, with older men being at particular risk. Firearms are the most commonly used means of suicide. Risk
factors for suicide in this age group include psychiatric illnesses, including depression; social circumstances; and physical illnesses. However, the relation of these risk factors to suicidal behavior is complex.  

INTERVENTIONS FOR PREVENTING FALLS, MOTOR VEHICLE RELATED INJURIES, AND SUICIDE AMONG OLDER ADULTS

Falls
Multifaceted programs, including exercise, vision correction, medication review and adjustment, and environmental modification, appear to be effective in randomized control trials. Individually prescribed programs of muscle strengthening and balance retraining, and also Tai Chi (which combines strength and balance training) may be effective as sole interventions for preventing falls. Devices such as hip protectors, which work by reducing the amount of energy absorbed by the bone during a fall onto the hip, appear to be efficacious among frail older adults, with a recent trial showing a 60% reduction in hip fractures among those randomized to receive the device.

Motor vehicle related injuries
For preventing motor vehicle crashes and injuries among older adults, a variety of approaches have been suggested, including changes in car design (for example, to make it easier to drive and to provide better protection in the event of a crash), changes in roadways (for example, clearer signs), and safer pedestrian walkways (for example, pedestrian islands and longer walk signals). Further evaluation is needed of interventions such as driver training and reverse graduated licences (that is, license restrictions applied gradually as adults age or lose capability). Research to devise tools for determining when a person should stop driving has to date not yielded an approach that adequately identifies those at high risk for crashes while ensuring that those who can still drive safely are allowed to do so. As nearly 90% of trips by older persons are made in automobiles, taking away somebody's license can have the adverse consequence of reducing mobility and independence.

Suicide
Rigorous research on the effectiveness of suicide prevention programs has been limited in all age groups, including older adults. Much of the research has focused on recognition and treatment of mental disorders. With the possible exception of the use of lithium for manic depressive illness, the limited numbers of studies to date have not provided much evidence that medical therapy or psychotherapeutic approaches towards depression reduce suicide risk. Given the importance of suicide as a public health problem, finding what works to prevent suicide is critical.

Suicide also provides an example of how taking action to prevent one form of injury may impact another. For example, use of medications to treat psychiatric disorders that are risk factors for suicide may increase risk for falls and may also impact motor vehicle crash risk.

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON INJURIES AMONG OLDER ADULTS

Worldwide, injuries are an important cause of death among older adults, resulting in 946,000 deaths annually among adults aged 60 years and older. The importance of different causes of injury varies by region; war injuries are among the top 15 causes of death for older adults in the Eastern Mediterranean region, self inflicted injuries and falls in low and middle income Europe and the western Pacific/China region, and road traffic injuries in South East Asia and India. Globally, self inflicted injuries are the fifteenth leading cause of death for people aged 60 and older.

Ideally, all countries should participate in international efforts to share data and explore solutions to injury problems.
interventions to reduce suicide among mildly depressed older adults and biomechanics studies to find out how to protect frail bodies in cars are examples of approaches to taming portions of the related wicked problem.

Second, we must accept that interventions to solve wicked problems need to operate at multiple levels: directed at the individual—for example, vision correction; at interpersonal relationships; and at the community level—for example, the built environment.

Finally, solutions to wicked problems require new partners and new ways of thinking—for example, working to ensure that alternative transportation is available for older adults to remove barriers for those drivers who should give up their car keys, and working with movements to increase livability in our cities.

WHY IT IS IMPERATIVE TO START NOW TO PREVENT INJURIES AMONG OLDER ADULTS

The attitudes and behaviors of those who are aging now and in the future may be changing in ways that increase injury risks for older adults. For example, a study from Australia concluded that older people do not identify themselves as being “old” and therefore do not acknowledge their risk of falls. An increasing emphasis on maintaining the lifestyle formerly associated with younger people is illustrated by the large increases in the annual number of miles driven by older adults from 1990 to 1995. Older drivers are the most rapidly growing segment of the driving population in the United States, both in terms of numbers of drivers and also numbers of miles driven annually per driver. As a result of the aging of the population and the emphasis on staying mobile, it is estimated that by 2030, one out of every four persons eligible to drive will be 65 or older, and drivers aged 65 and older will account for 25% of drivers involved in crashes with fatalities, compared with 14% in 1999.

Furthermore, the population of older adults is growing rapidly. In April 2002, the United Nations issued World Population ageing: 1950–2020, which noted that older adults are the fastest-growing population segment worldwide, growing at a rate of 2% per year. By 2050, the world will have more than 2 billion people age 60 and over. For the first time in the history of mankind, there will be more people aged 60 and older than the number of people younger than 15. For both developing and developed nations, planning for the aging of the population is critical.

Injuries among older adults are a significant and increasing problem. Given the rapid increase in numbers of older adults, it is imperative to invest now to understand how to prevent injuries and to plan for social and environmental changes that will decrease injuries among older persons. Interventions to prevent falls among older adults have been shown to be effective and should be more widely adopted. For prevention of wicked problems such as suicide and car crashes, interventions are more difficult but just as essential.